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The Federal Power Commission (FPC), whose
responsibilities were transferred to the Federal Energy
Pequlatory Commission (FERC), approved an experimental Frcgram
in 1970 that permitted interstate pipelines to provide natural
qas croducers with advance payments. 7he expectation was that
this would bring additional quantities of gas to the interstate
market. These advances were interest-tree loans to be used by
producers to cover the cost of exploration, development, and
production of natural gas. About $3.3 Lillicn in fixed advance
payment commitments were made during the frcjram, and about £2.2
Dillion in indefinite advances can still te made to prcducers
until December 31, 1980. As a result of a 1S74 suit filed by the
Public Service Commission of New York, the FPC was ordered to
evaluate the program fully. Findings/Conclusicns: The FP- did
not adequately evalute the program's results ncr provilie
adequate anJ timely guidance to participants and allowed t}.e
program to continue tor about 5 yeats without knowing whether or
not it was meeting its goals. The program probably played a
relatively minor role in bringing additional gas reserves to the
interstate market OL in bringing them in sconer. Advances may
have expedited development of proven reserves in scme cases, but
this cannot be determined explicitly. Some customers paid
increased rates for gas, and producers benefited financially.
Produc:ers' expenditures on advance payment proFerties were



Prudent, and payment vouchers were prepared in acccrdance withprocedures. Their control over gas developed with advancepayments was restrictive. An FPC order limits rZoducOrs' rightsto retain offshore Federal domain natural gas for thEir cwn use.wecommendations: The Chairman, FERC, should: establish Folicyguidelines requlzinq that any special prcgrams and experimentsprovide for measuring the results against clearly definedobjectives, consider the iLpact of the prc9ramE and experimentson FERC's ability to perform its duty of rate regulaticn before.mplementing projects, provide guidance Regarding how remainAingadvance repayment schedules should be structured and take
measures to induce modification of schedules tc comply withrequlations, and establish program guidelines which wouldprohibit including indefinite or tentative commitments ofadvance payments in the rate base of pipeline comFanies.
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REPORT BY THE -ELE'S:' 4, / 

Comptroller Ge neral
OF THE UNITED STATES

The Advance Payment Program:
An Uncontrolled Experiment

To bring aaditicnal supplies of natural gas
to .he 4n1trstate market and help alleviate
the growving shorta ie of natural gas, the
Federa; Power Commission approved an ex-
perimental program in 1970 that permitted
interstate p pelines to make advance pay-
ments to natural gas producers to cover the
cost of exploration, development, and pro-
duction of natural gas.

The Commission's administration of the
advance payment program, however, was
not adequate to assure that it was in the
best interests of the Nation's natural gas
consumers and the natural gas industry.
The program, has been terminated. Even so,
(iAO recommendations have implications
for potential rate-setting cases involving
advance payments, and its findings as to
how the program was carried out provide
lessons applicable to the management of
similar Federal programs in the future.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20546

B-181503

The Honorable John E. Moss
Chairman, Subcommittee' on
,Oversight and Investigations

Committee on Lnterstate
and Foreign Commezce

House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

In your June 7, 1976, letter, which was cc'igned by
the Chairman, House Committee nn Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, you asked us to investigate the advance payment
program. This report discusses the now-terminated program,
as administered by the Federal Power Commission, and the
program's impact on natural gas producers, pipelines, and
customers.

On December 27, 1977, copies of this report were pro-
vided to Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and Depart-
ment of Energy officials for comment. We have not received
written comments from these agencies. Because we believe
the issues discussed in this report are of a timely nature,
we are issuing the report without agency comments.

This report contains recommendations to the Chairman
of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission on page 11. As
you know, section 236 of the Legislative Reorganization
Act of 1970 requries the head of a Federal agency to submit
a written statement on actions taken on our recommendations
to the House Committee on Government Operations and the Sen-
ate Committee on Governmental Affairs not later than 60 days
after the date of the report and to the House and Senate
Committees on Appropriations with the agency's first request
for appropriations made more than 60 days efter the date of
the report.

This report is also being sent today to the Chairman,
House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. As
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arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce its
contents earlier, we plan no further distribution of this
report until 1 week from the date of the report. At that
time, we will send copies to interested parties and make
copies available to others upon request.

Sincerely yours,

Comptroller General
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S THE ADVANCE PAYMENT PROGRAM:
REPORT TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON AN UNCONTROLLED EXPERIMENT
OVERSIGHT AND INVESTIGATIONS
AND THE COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE
AND FOREIGN COMMERCE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

D I G E S T

When the Federal Power Commission 1/ approved
an experimental program in 1970 that permitted
interstate pipelines to provide natural gas
producers with advance payments, it expected
this would bring additional quantities of
gas to the interstate market and help alleviate
the growing shortage of natural gas.

These advances were interest-free loans to be
used by producers to cover the cost of explora-
tion, development, and production of natural
gas. About $3.3 billion in fixed advance pay-
ment commitments were made during the program,
and about $2.2 billion in indefinite advances
can still be made to producers uintil Decem-
ber 31, 1980.

Subsequently, the Public Service Commission of
New York filed a suit, claiming that the Com-
mission did not have sufficient factual basis
for continuing and expanding the program. As
a result of this 1974 suit, the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit
ordered the Commission to evaluate the program
fully. Before this, the Commission had con-
sidered the experiment to be working and had
extended the program on a yearly basis.

In December 1975 the Commission concluded that
it could not find enough evidence that natural
gas exploration, development, or production had
been accelerated as a result of the program
and ended it.

The Chairman. House Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce, along with the Chairman,

I/As of October 1, 1977, its responsibilities
were transferred to the Federal Energy Regula-
tory Commission.

ITeaLShat. Upon removal, the report
cover date should be noted hereon. i EMD-78-47



Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations,
requested GAO to review the Commission's
advance payment program and to analyze the
origin, operation, and review of the program
by the Commission and the impact of the pro-
gram on customers, pipelines, and producers.

INADEQUATE EVALUATION AND
ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROGRAM

GAO found that the Commission did not adequately
evaluate the program's results nor provide ade-
quate and timely guidance to participants. The
Commission allowed the program to continue for
about 5 years at the expense of customers with-
out knowing whether the program had accelerated
the exploration, development, or production of
natural gas reserves.

Had the Commission kept a proper watch over
the program, it could have determined sooner
whether the program should have been continued
or terminated and whether it was benefiting
those producers that would not otherwise have
been able to raise enough capital for gas ex-
ploraticn and development. (See p. 4.)

This failure to provide proper guidance led
to differing interpretations of program guide-
lines and resulted in controversial, time-
consuming administrative proceedings. (See
p. 4.)

Although the program's overall accomplishments
could not be measured, it probably played a
relatively minor role in bringing additional
gas reserves to the interstate market or in
bringing them sooner. Three facts emphasize
GAO's belief:

--Most of the gas reserves committed to the
interstate market under the advances would
have been committed anyway because they were
on federally leased lands and are required
to be dedicated to the interstate market.

-- Properties developed with advances were
producers' good quality properties that
would have been quickly developed regardless
of whether advance payments were involved.
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-- Producers were aided in the financing of
drilling operations only to the extent that
the program eliminated interest costs re-
sulting from borrowing to finance such
operations.

PROGRAM IMPACT

Although the program provided an economic in-
centive to producers to find and develop new
gas supplies, that incentive was not enough
to generate the efforts necessary to reverse
the downward trend in additions to gas reserves.
At best, she advances may have expedited the
development of proven reserves in Lome cases.
This cannot be determined explicitly.

Some customers had to pay increased rates
for natural gas to cover the cost of this
experimental program without any assurance
of benefits in the form of additional natural
gas. (See p. 12.) Accordiny to a Commission
study, pipeline companies were not adversely
affected by the financial burden of the
program. (See p. 14.)

Producers benefited financially because the
advances did not require any payment of in-
terest. If such amounts had been borrowed
from commercial sources, it would have cost
many millions of dollars; an accurate esti-
mate is not possible because of several un-
known factors. (See p. 16.)

GAO also concluded that:

-- Producers' expenditures on advance payment
properties were prudent and that payment
vouchers were prepared in accordance with
proper internal control procedures.

-- The producers' control over gas developed
with advance payments was restrictive.
Although some advance payment contracts pro-
vided that producers could retain some off-
shore Federal domain offshore Federal domain
natural gas for their own use, such provi-
sions now appear meaningless because a recent
Commission order prohibits the transportation
of this retained natural gas for the pro-
ducers' own use or direct sale.

ItuMSrh~t iii



RECOMMENDATIONS

The C'hairman, Federal Energy Regulatory Commis-
sion, should:

-- Establish policy guidelines requiring that
any special programs and expe:iments provide
for measuring the results against clearly de-
fined objectives. These guidelines should
specifically provide that program partici-
pants keep adequate records to permit the
Commission to audit and analyze program
results.

--Consider the impact of special programs and
experiments on the Commission's ability to
perform its primary duty of -ate regulation
before implementing any of these projects.

-- Provide specific guidance regarding how re-
maining advance repayment schedules should
be structured and take measures to induce
producers and pipeline companies to modify
their repayment schedules to comply with
such regulations.

-- Establish program guidelines which would
prohibit including indefinite or tentative
commitments of advance payments in the rate
base of pipeline companies.

COMMENTS

On DecemDer 27, 1977, copies of this report
were provided to Federal Energy Regulatory Com-
mission and Department of Energy officials
for comment. GAO has not received written com-
ments from these agencies. Because it believes
the issues discussed in this report are of a
timely nature, GAO is issuing the report with-
out agency comments.

GAO provided companies with excerpts of the
report that discussed their participation in
the advance payment program. With the excep-
tion of Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company, the
companies did not furnish comments. Revisions
have been made, where appropriate, to include
the comments of Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A principal objective of the Federal Power Coirmission
(FPC) 1/ is to assure that the Nation's 45 million natural
gas customers have adequate supplies of natural gas at rates
that protect customers while assuring that the natural gas
industry remains healthy. To achieve this objective, FPC
regulates the rates that producer compa-ies and pipeline
companies charge for natural gas. Secondary methods used by
FPC to meet this objective include special actions, such as
the emergency gas sales program, special rates for small
producers, and experimental programs like the advance payment
program. The advance payment program permitted interstate
pipelines to provide natural gas producers with interest-free
loans to use in the exploration, development, and production
of natural gas. In return, the pipelines received the right
to purchase the natural gas developed with the advance.

The Chairman, House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, requested us to review FPC's advance payment pro-
gram. The review was to include an analysis of the origin,
operation, and review of the program by FPC and the impact
of the program on customers, pipelires, and producers.

PROGRAM HISTORY

In January 1970 FPC issued a Notice of Proposed Rule-
making stating that pipeline companies had been requesting
approval of advance payments made to independent producers
for gas that the pipelines could not obtain until a later
date. The pipelines told FPC that these payments should berecoverable from customers in rates because they were directly
associated with the acquisition of gas supply for their
customers and that, without these advances, such gas supply
would not be available.

In response to the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking,
FPC received comments from pipelines, producers, and other
interested parties. Upon consideration of the comments,
FPC decided that, in view of indications that a natural gas
shortage was developing, pipelines could make advance pay-
ments for gas and include the advances in their rate bases
as part of working capital. FPC believed this approach

1/As of October 1, 1977, its responsibilities were trans-
ferred to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
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was appropriate because of its accounting soundness and the
"encouraging effects"' it would have on gas supply for the
interstate market.

On October 2, 1970, FPC issued the first order governing
participatio. ir the advance payment program. During the
life of the -rogram, five additional orders were issued to
modify certain aspects of the program's operations. On
December 31, 1975, FPC terminated the program but permitted
continuing the rate base treatment of outstanding advances
as well as a4vances still owed to producers. However, in-
clusion in the pipeline rate base would be denied for advances
made after December 31, 1980, pursuant to contracts signed be-
tween December 29, 1972, and December 31, 1975. About
$3.3 billion in fixed advance payment commitments were
made during the program, and about $2.2 billion in indefi-
nite advances can still be made to producers until December
31, 1980.

In July 1976 FPC granted an increase in the price a pro-
ducer could charge for gas. In view of this higher price, FPC
acknowledged in November 1976 that allowing a producer to
receive both the new rate for gas and an advance payment
to which it might still be legally entitled increased the
costs to custcmers without related benefits. FPC directed
that any producer accepting additional advances must reduce
the price charged f(r gas by a "carrying charge credit."
Thic reduction would continue until enough gas was delivered
at the reduced rate to offset the amounts collected by the
pipeline as the result of including the advance in the rate
base.

FPC's intention for the carrying charge credit was to
encourage producers to forego accepting additional advances.
The pipelines and producers in our study indicated FPC's
approach should preclude additional advances. We generally
agree that the Commission's actions have diminished the
attractiveness of continued advance payments. We are
recommending, however, that the Chairman, Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC), take actions to prohibit
including indefinite or tentative commitments of advance
payments in the rate base of pipeline companies.

SCOPE OF REVIEW

Our review of the advance payment program was made
pursuant to the authority granted under Title V of the
Energy Policy and Conservation Act (Public Law 94-163).
Under this act, our agency has been given authority to
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conduct verification examinations of books, records, papers,
or other documents of the energy industry to verify the
accuracy of both energy and financial data filed with
federal agencies.

We studied the operation of the program at FPC
headquarters, two pipeline companies (Tennessee Gas Pipeline
Company and Trunklina Gas Company), rnd two producers
(Tenneco Oil Company and Sun Company, Inc.).

We selected these companies because (1) the pipelines
were among the largest participants in the program, (2)
the producers were the ones to whom these pipelines had made
the largest amount of advance payments, and (3) they provided
an opportunity to compare the operation of an affiliated
pipeline and producer with operations of a nonaffiliated
pipeline and producer.

Specifically Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company and Tenneco
Oil Company are part of the same corporate structure, Tenneco,
Inc. Trunkline Gas Company and Sun Company, however, are
not affiliated. Our study was limited to these four companies
because, in our view, such coverage was adequate to make
valid observations about the program. Also, during our
study FPC took action to terminate the program.

At FPC we discussed the origin, operation, and reviewof the program with FPC officials. We also obtained program
directives, reports, and other related data about the program.
At the industry level we interviewed pipeline and producer
officials to obtain their views on the accomplishments and
problems of the program, we reviewed and selectively tested
pertinent program data, we reviewed geological and geophysical
data on selected offshore properties, and made other tests of
data as necessary to evaluate the program.

REPORT OBJECTIVES

The specific purpose of this report is to provide the
Congress with the results of our evaluation of the advance
payment program. Even though the program has been terminated,
our recommendations could have implications for potential
rate-setting cases involving advance payments. Also our
findings as to how the program was carried out provide lessons
applicable to the management of similar Federal programs in
the future.

3



CHAPTER 2

FPC's ADMINISTRATION OF THE ADVANCE PAYMENT PROGRAM

Significant weaknesses existed in FPC's administration
of the advance payment program. We found that FPC did not

--establish procedures for adequately evaluating
the program's results and

-- provide adequate and timely guidance to program
participants.

FPC allowed the program to continue for about 5 years
at the expense of customers without FPC's knowing whether
the program had actually accelerated the exploration, develop-
ment, or production of natural gas reserves. Had this
experimental program been properly monitored, FPC would have
been in a better position to determine earlier in the life
of the program whether (1) it should have been continued
or terminated and (2) the program was benefiting those
producers that would not otherwise %have been ab le to raise
enough capital for gas exploration and development.

Also FPC's failure to provide proper guidance led to
differing interpretativios of program guidelines and resulted
in controversial, time-consuming problems for program partic-
ipants and for FPC.

INADEQUATE EVALUATION OF
PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS

FPC did not adequately monitor the advance payment pro-
gram to determine whether it

-- brought gas to the interstate market that would not
have come except for the advance or

-- brought gas to the market more quickly.

As a result natural gas pipeline customers continued to bear
the cost of the program without any assurance of reaping any
benefits in terms of new gas supplies.

FPC's program evaluation approach was designed only
to determine if its rules and regulations for the program
were being followed by the pipelines and producers and not
to meausre the impact of the advance. FPC's staff reviewed
the advance payment agreements for conformity to the program

4



orders and to identify any unforeseen problems. Periodically
FPC asked program participants for their views and comments
on the program as well as any proposed changes to the pro-
gram's rules anJ regulations.

We believe that FPC should have obtained information
periodically from producers and pipelines early in the life
of the program as to what exploration and development of
new gas supplies was being accomplished with the advance
payments that would not have been accomplished in the absence
of the program.

Since 1972 FPC has obtained information annually from
pipelines and producers concerning the amount of gas developed
under advance payment agreements. On two occasions, such
action appeared to be prompted by suits filed by the Public
Service Commission of New York, which questioned FPC's
conduct of the program.

In the first suit the co',rt ruled that FPC was within
the scope of its authorization in carrying out te) orary
experimental attempts to alleviate the gas shortage. However,
the court said that, before any such program became institu-
tionalized, FPC should subject the results of the experiment
to a meaningful review, analysis, and evaluation.

Pursuant to the court order, FPC sent questionnaires
to the participating producers and pipelines concerning
the amount of natural gas developed under advance payments.
After evaluating the data, FPC concluded in December 1972
tha- the program was a justifiable experiment in the con-
tinuing search for solutions to the critical shortage of
natural gas. This conclusion was based, in part, on FPC's
"finding" that advances had resulted in the "addition" of
about 9.5 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) of proven gas reserves
in the lower 48 states.

In its second evaluation of the program in December
1973, FPC again concluded that the program was meeting its
objectives of bringing additional gas supplies into the
interstate market, noting that proven reserves attributable
to advance payments had increased from 9.5 Tcf to about 10.3
Tcf. On the basis of this increase and the review of
cc-m-nts filed by respondents concerning the program opera-
tions, the program was extended through December 1975.

FPC's evaluations were deficient, however, because it
did not quantify how much, if any, of the gas in additional
reserves resulted from advance payments. The only conclu-
sion FPC could reach about the 10.3 Tcf was that the
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additional proved reserves involved properties being developed
under advance payment agreements.

In 1974 the Public Service Commission of New York filed
its second suit, claiming that FPC did not have a sufficient
factual basis for continuing and expanding the program. The
court held in January 1975 that the program had become
institutionalized without FPC's engaging in the meaningful
review of experimental data that the court had mandated
in its earlier decision. The court ordered FPC to make
further study and analysis to fully evaluate the program.
Two of the specific problem areas the court told FPC to
evaluate follow.

--The question of whether the program had attracted
new or additional quantities of gas to the interstate
market or had advanced the delivery date of gas
reserves.

-- The question of whether there was still a shortage
of investment capital in the natural gas industry.

To comply with the court order, FPC in April 1975 sent
questionnaires to the pipelines and producers that had
participated in the program. FPC's analysis of the data
presented by pieplines and producers did not show enough
evidence of acceleration or initiation of exploration,
development, and production of offshore reserves to meet
the test laid down by the court for program evaluation.

FPC concluded that there was some evidence that the
program had a beneficial effect on onshore reserves. Speci-
fically producers receiving about 58 percent of the onshore
advances in the lower 48 states indicated tnat they could
not get sufficient amounts of capital from other sources,
and the advances were, therefore, a critical and necessary
factor in securing the dedication of the reserves to the
interstate market. However, because most advance payments--
about 73 percent--went to the offshore area, the onshore
producers with capital acquisition problems comprised only
about 9 percent of the funds advanced. FPC noted that
the producers with capital acquisition problems were generally
the small producers. It appears, therefore, that most of
the program funds have gone to large producers that were
not having capital acquisition problems.

The questions mandated by the court are the type that
FPC, in establishing the program, should have realized had
to be answered as the program Progressed to determine if the
experiment was working. FPC c .nowledged in its e-aluation
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summary that asking this type of questions 5 years into
the program produced inherently speculative responses that
made current evaluation of the impact of advance payments
on industry's search for natural gas nothing more than
informed speculation. Consequently, FPC termined the pro-
gram.

Our discussions with the producers in our review (see
ch. 3) revealed that advance payments had played a relatively
minor role in bringing reserves to the market for two prin-
cipal reasons.

1. Most reserves committed under the advances would
have been committed to the interstate market
anyway because they were on federally leased lands
and such reserves are required to go to the inter-
state market.

2. The properties developed with advances were the
producers' good quality properties that would have
been developed regardless of whether advance pay-
ments were involved. (See p. 16.) In fact, prc-
ducers had already spent their own funds exploring
some of the properties.

Consequently, it is doubtful that the program resulted
in significant additional benefits to the consumers.

INADEQUATE GUIDANCE PROVIDED
TO PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS

During the life of the program, FPC issued six program
orders 1/ to serve as the rules and regulations for partici-
pation in the program. Our review of these orders and their
implementation showed that they did not provide adequate
guidance to control program practices. More timely and
effective instructions would have enabled FPC and the pipe-
line companies to avoid some controversial issues that are
still causing time-consuming administrative proceedings.
Other inadequacies may yet have tile same effect.

1/Order 410, issued 10-2-70.
Order 410-A, issued 1-8-71.
Order 441, issued 11-10-71.
Order 465, issued 12-29-72.
Order 499, issued 12-28-73.
Order 529, issued 6-17-75.
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Two areas where more timely and effective guidance
was needed were (1) methods used by pipelines to advance
funds to producers and (2) methods producers used to repay
the advances.

Advancing funds to producers

The first four program orders FPC issued did not de-
scribe the methods pipelines could use in disbursing advance
payment funds to producers. Consequently, the pipelines
primarily made "front-end" advances; that is, they provided
the producers with the proceeds of the entire advance soon
after the advance payment agreement had been signed, even
though the producers would not be expending the full amount
of the advance at that time. It was not until FPC issued the
fifth order in December 1973--some 3 years into the program--
that FPC provided guidance strongly encouraging pipeliras to
use an incremental method whereby advances would be made more
in line with the producer's actual expenditures. According
to Commission officials, this method would usually be less
costly to customers than the front-end method because small
amounts of the advances would be in the pipelines' rate
bases.

The Commission is now considering whether front-end
advances made previous to Order 499 should be allowed in the
rate base. This determination is being made during the set-
tlement process on rate increase applications that pipelines
must submit to the Commission for approval.

Resolving this matter through the rate-making process
has been both controversial and time consuming. For example,
on June 15, 1973, Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company filed
a request for a rate increase.

Included in its r:equest were front-end advances totaling
$208.5 million. FPC allowed Tennessee to increase its rates
effective January 1, 1974, but made the increase subject
to later refund. Several hearings were held on the requested
increase during 1974, and an initial decision disallowing
inclusion of a portion of the advances was issued on February
3, 1975. Tennessee disagreed with this initial decision and
filed exceptions to the decision. On July 9, 1976, FPC is-
sued Opinion 769 disallowing about $92 million of Tennessee's
advance payments because they had not been expended by the
producers as of the effective date of the proposed increase.
FPC acknowledged in Opinion 769A that Order 499 included the
first explicit timing standard dealing specifically with
front-end advances but argued that regulatory law had always
required that extravagant or unnecessary costs not be passed
on to customers in rates.
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Tennessee asked for a rehearing on portions of Opinion
769. During rehearing proceedings, Tennessee told FPC that
front-end advances (1) met applicable program guidelines
for being reasonable and appropriate, (2) were common business
practice during the time of the applicable program orders,
(3) benefited Tennessee's customers, (4) were made by
Tennessee in good faith, and (5) were an absolute term of
trade which the producers could insist upon because of their
superior bargaining position.

FPC was not convinced by Tennessee's presentation and
on May 31, 1977, denied Tennessee's request for a rehearing.
Tennessee filed an appeal with the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia Circuit on June 2, 1977. If
FPC's position is upheld by the court, Tennessee will have
to make refunds of the amounts it had collected from customers
attributable to these front-end advances. Thus far, settle-
ment of this case has been pending for over 4 years, and
the date for final settlement is still unclear.

An FPC Commissioner believed that FPC's decision may
have an enormous financial impact on pipelines with pending
rate cases involving front-end advances. In Tennessee's
case, according to the FPC Commissioner, the disallowed
advance payments were about 10 percei of the rate base. No
specific data has been presented for the amount of front-
end advances in the rate bases of other pipelines. However,
available statistics on cases involving front-end advances
include 17 pipelines with a total of 39 rate filing cases.
A more timely resolution of this matter through more effec-
tive program guidance would have precluded the need for
resolvement through FPC's time-consuming rate-making process.

Repayment of advances

About 1975, pipelines began including "balloon repay-
ment" schedules in their advance payment agreements. These
schedules allowed a producer to repay only a small part of
the advance during the early years of the repayment period--
generally 5 years--with a majority of the repayment due the
final year. This technique provided pipelines and producers
with some of the same advantages as the front-end advances.
However, it is also generally more costly to customers
than a conventional repayment schedule because it allows
most of the advances to remain in the rate base until the
final year of the repayment period.

None of the advance payment program orders provide
specific guidance on how repayment schedules should be
structured. Nevertheless, the Commission considers balloon
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repayment schedules to be questionable because they result
in higher consumer costs; it has identified approximately
six pipelines with such repayment schedules. During rate
settlement proceedings, two of the pipelines agreed to modify
the questionable schedules.

Since there is no official Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission policy on this issue, in accordance with normal
FERC procedures, the other pipelines have been allowed to
retain their repayment schedules, subject to future refunds,
pending final settlement of their rate cases. If at final
settlement the repayment schedules are declared to be inappro-
priate, the related amouiL of the advance payment in the
pipeline's rate base will be removed and the associated
carrying charges will be retunded to t n'ipeline's customers.
In addition, a 9-percent annual intere- nalty based on
the amount refunded will be paid to the ._stomers by the
pipeline from the date the pipeline began collecting for the
advance payment to the date of the refund.

Generally wholesale rate increases, including potential
overcharges, are passed on by pipeline companies to their
customers. Overcharge refunds, however, may not be passed
on to retail customers, and FERC has no authority in the
matter. Again, if the matter had been considered and resolved
when the program was being initiated, this controversy could
have been avoided. Nevertheless, we believe that resolving
these cases can be expedited if FERC provides pipeline com-
panies with specific instructions requiring appropriate
modification of repayment schedules.

CONCLUSIONS

FPC's administration of the advance payment program was
not adequate to assure that the program was in the best
interests of the Nation's gas consumers and natural gas
industry. FPC did not develop proper methods for evaluating
the program's accomplishments nor provide adequate guidance to
program participants. As a result FPC had no way of deter-
mining specifically what the program accomplished or whether
the consumers derived any benefit for bearing the costs of
the program.

Had it exercised morr effective administrative control
over the experiment, FPC ,.2uld have made more informed
decisions earlier in the life of the program and could have
taken corrective actions to deal with program weaknesses.

Also more effective control over the program would
have enabled FPC to determine what producers were most in
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need of capital for natural gas exploration and development
and give preference to such producers in allowing advance
payments. Such action may have had a more positive impact on
overall gas supplies than actually occurred. It appears
that only small amounts of advance payments were made avail-
able to those most in need of such funds and that most of
the funds went to large producers that did not have capital
acquisition problems. Also more timely and effective adminis-
trative guidance would have prevented the development of
some controversial issues and thereby precluded the need for
time-consuming administrative proceedings to resolve such
issues.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CHAIRMAN, FERC

We recommend that the Chairman:

--Establish policy guidelines requiring that any
programs and experiments provide for measuring the
results against clearly defined objectives. These
guidelines should specifically provide that program
participants keep adequate records to permit FERC to
audit and analyze program results.

-- Consider the impact of special programs and experiments
on FERC's ability to perform its primary duty of
rate regulation before implementing any of these
projects.

-- Provide specific guidance regarding how remaining
advance repayment schedules should be structured
and take measures to induce producers and pipeline
companies to modify their repayment schedules to
comply with such regulations.

-- Establish program guidelines which would prohibit
including indefinite or tentative commitments of
advance payments in the rate base nf pipeline com-
panies.
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CHAPTER 3

ADVANCE PAYMENT PROGRAM'S IMPACt

Although the advance payment program Drovided at least
some economic incentive to some producers to find and develop
new natural gas supplies, that incentive was not sufficient
to generate the exploration and development necessary to
reverse the downward trend in additions to natural gas
reserves. At most, the advances may have expedited the
development of existing reserves in some cases, but this
fact cannot be quantified. Cus'omers had to pay increased
costs without any assurance of r,.sulting benefits in the
form of additional gas.

IMPACT ON CUSTOMERS

The program affected pipeline customers in at least
two important ways--the price they paid for the gaF, and
the amount of gas they received. The cost to customers
is discussed below. Gas received is discussed on page 15
along with the impact of the program on pipelines' gas
supplies.

Cost to customers

The cost of the advance payment program to customers
can be measured by at least two different methods--added
cost and collected cost. FPC used the added cost method
to measure the additional costs of all proven gas reserves
committed under the advance payments. The collected cost
method, which we used, measures the cost that pipelines
have collected from customers as the result of a pipe-
line's participation in the program. We believe that both
methods are appropriate, and the costs under each are
discussed below.

Added cost method

FPC made only two estimates of the cost of the advance
payment program, one in 1972 and the other in 1973. In 1972
FFC estimated the added cost of about 8.7 Tcf of proven
reserves committed under advance payments at about $217.5
million or 2.5 cents per thousand cubic feet (Mcf). FPC's
estimate was made by multiplying the average estimated
balance of outstanding advances for a 5-year period by an
average 13-percent rate of return and dividing the result
by the 8.7 Tcf of proven reserves. The outstanding advances
each year assumed a 1-year lag between advancement and
commencement of repayment.
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FPC's 1973 estimate showed that the added cost of prover.
reserves committed under advance payments had increased to
about 3.6 cents per Mcf. This estimate was made in the same
way as the 1972 estimate but included revised estimates
based on more current program operating experience of
proven reserves and a longer lag time between advancement and
commencement of repayment.

Collected cost method

We estimated the amounts actually collected from cus-
tomers by the two pipelines included in our review as follows:

Advance payments Authorized Actual
in rate base X rate of return X gas

Amount collected = Estimated gas sales sales

Our evaluation showed that as of July 1976 Tennessee Gas
Pipeline Company had collected an estimated $50.7 million in
additional costs from its customers, whereas Trunkline Gas
Company had collected an estimated $57.9 million. At
Tennessee the $50.7 million had been collected by adding
$0.0006 per Mcf to the price of gas beginning in 1971. Due
primarily to the increase in the amount of advances being
made, the amount added to customer rates grew until in 1976
Tennessee was adding $0.0199 per Mcf because of advance
payments.

At Trunkline advance payments added $0.0057 per Mcf
to the price of gas in March 1972. By July 1976 the am unt
added had grown to $0.0723 per Mcf. The price rise is pri-
marily attributable to the increase in the dollar volume of
advances receiving rate base treatment, whereas the sales
volume of natural gas was declining. For example, the March
1972 increase was computed on the basis of $22.8 million of
advance payments and a sales volume of 510 billion cubic
feet (Bcf) of natural gas. In July 1976, however, the amount
of advance payments receiving rate base treatment had risen
to $200 million, yet the sales volume of natural gas was
only 364 Bcf.

These increased costs would not be significant to resi-
dential customers because they use only an average of about
118 Mcf of gas a year. Therefore a $0.07 pei Mcf increase
would amount to an annual increase of about $8.26. However,
a similar increase could be substantial to an industrial
customer, such as a large fertilizer company which can use
over 10,000 Mcf a day. The increased cost incurred by the
industrial customer would generally be passed on to the
consumer.
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We could not prepare a meaningful estimate of the total
amount customers may pay by the time all advances have been
removed from rate base. The major problem precluding areliable estimate is the uncertainty concerning the possiblevariances in the key factors that influence the amounts pipe-line customers will pay in the future, such as (1) the
amount of future advances, (2) the length of time that
advances will receive rate base treatment, (3) the rateof return allowed by the Commission, (4) the amount of natural
gas produced, and (5) which advances the Commission will allow
in a pipeline's rate base.

IMPACT ON PIPELINES

The advance payment program affects the pipelines in
two important areas--their ability to make capital expendi-tures for their own pipeline systems and the amount of gas
they have for sale to customers.

Financial impact

In the fall of 1973, FPC asked interstate pipelineswhether the advance payment program had adversely affected
their financial condition. Accorling to FPC, the majority
of the pipelines responding to the question indicated the
program had not had an adverse effect. FPC said the pipe-
lines that did in:dicate an adverse financial impact spoke
mostly of possible future harm and cited little or no
specific evidence concerning present threats to their
financial stability. To test the validity of the pipe-
line's views, FPC reviewed the capitalizations and rates
of return in pipeline rate cases for the most recent 3 years,1971-73. On the basis of this review, FPC concluded that
the program had not been a serious threat to the financial
stability of the pipelines.

The advance payment program has not adversely affected
the business operations of the pipelines in our study.
Tennessee Gas Pipeline, for example, has not had to curtail
c:pital expenditures for other purposes. Trunkline and its
parent company, Panhandle Eastern, told FPC that pipelines
could not continue to finance the production segment of the
industry through advance payments, but they did not cite
any specific capital curtailments. They did stress, however,
that FPC must permit pipelines to earn a return on investments
in advance payments. FPC was urged, therefore, to set forth
in its regulations, in specific terms, any regulatory
restrictions which may be applied against advances.
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Natural gas supply

FPC's evaluation of the program in response to the court
order disclosed that, since its beginning in 1970, about 13.1
Tcf of proven onshore reserves and 9.2 Tcf of proven offshore
reserves had been committed to pipelines under advance pay-
ments. Although the impact of these commitments on total
gas supplies is uncertain, it was not enough gas to reverse
the increasing level of curtailments interstate pipelines
faced, including the two we selected. (See p. 20.)

The producers in our study, in responding to the court-
ordered evaluation of the program, told FPC they had committed
586.4 Bcf of proven reserves to pipelines under advance
payment agreements. Due to downward revisions in reserve
figures, this commitment had decreased to 528.4 Bcf at the
time we made our study. Additional changes, upward or down-
ward, may be made as additional reserves are proven or re-
vised. Upward revision is likely since at Sun Company, for
example, 15 advance payment properties are still in various
stages of exploratory drillings.

According to Tennessee and Trunkline, advance payments
were beneficial in bringing additional gas to the market.
Tennessee said that advance payments expedited the develop-
ment of new reserves, but it could not determine how much
time was saved because advances were made. Trunkline also
believed the program shortened the time for acquiring gas
but likewise could not provide an overall quantification of
how much time had been saved. Trunkline did, however, provide
the following example wnich it believes illustrates how the
program helped shorten the acquisition time.

In 1971 Trunkline and Natural Gas Pipeline Company of
America combined forces to build a jointly owned offshore
pipeline supply system called Stingray. This venture was
made feasible because Trunkline and Natural had used advance
payments to secure ;.he commitment of reserves being explored
and developed on nearby acreaqe. Because these reserves
were committed to the pipelines under advance payment agree-
ments, FPC was willing to approve the project. This enabled
pipelines to make plans for construction of the system prior
to the time that many of the wells achieved production status.
Trunkline estimated this may have saved as much as 36 months
over the amount of time ordinarily required to accomplish such
a project without the early commitment of mas. It shouldbe noted that the time saved was not because the gas was
discovered and available for production any faster but,
rather, because the delivery mechanism was in place earlier
than it might have been otherwise.
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IMPACT ON PRODUCERS

The program's impact on gas producers is subject to
greater debate than for consumers or pipelines and requires
more extensive discussion. As summarized in chapter 2, we
believe that the program did not play a major role in bringing
additional gas to the interstate market or in b inging it
sooner. Some of the reasons for this belief bear directly
on the actions of producers under the program. FPC data
obtained from producers showed that the large producers that
received most of the advances were not experiencing capital
acquisition problems. Also the properties developed with
advance payments were the producers' good quality properties
that would have been developed regardless of advance payments.
Our findings in these areas at Tenneco Oil and Sun Company
are discussed in the following sections.

Financial impact

We attempted to determine the program's impact on natural
gas exploration and development by measuring the extent to
which producers increased their budget for this activity over
what it would have been without advance payments. Such a
determination was not possible because neither Tenneco Oil
nor Sun Company maintained the data necessary for quantifica-
tion. We recognize, however, that, in the absence of an FPC
requirement, the companies could not reasonably be expected
to maintain such data.

We were able to determine for each company the relation-
ship of the amount of advance payments received to the total
capital expenditures for gas and oil exploration and develop-
ment. The following table shows this relationship for each
year the program has operated and the cumulative total.

Tenneco Oil Sun Company
Advances as Advances as

Advance percent of Advance percent of
Year payments total expenditures payments total expenditures

(millions) (millions)

1971 $ - $ 9.7 7.5
1972
1973 59.0 39.1 10.5 5.9
1974 - - 7.4 1.5
1975 3.1 1.4 19.4 4.7

Total $62.1 9.0 $47.0 3.4
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As shown above, advance payments represented about 9
percent of Tenneco Oil's total expenditures for gas and oil
exploration and development from 1973 through 1975. For
Sun Company, advance payments played an even smaller role
from 1971 through 1975--only 3.4 percent of the total.

Even though the advances were relatively small compared
to total capital expenditures, both Tenneco Oil and Sun Com-
pany believed the advances had a positive effect on the mag-
nitude and intensity of their exploration and development.
They could not, however, quantify such effect. Also, since
Tenneco Oil's and Sun's efforts were mostly on Federal off-
shore leases, where all gas must go interstate, they could
not say it brought any gas to the interstate market that
would not have gone there even without the advance. Tenneco
noted that it was not the lack of available capital that made
advance payments attractive but, rather, the attractiveness
of the terms of the advances.

For producers, the most attractive facet of an advance
payment was that it provided them with interest-free capital.
Neither FPC nor the producers had estimated the amount of
interest they saved through advance payments. The interest
producers saved is a cost to consumers because the interest
charges incurred by pipelines from borrowing the funds for
advance payments are included in the rates paid by the con-
sumers for natural gas.

Quality of properties explored
and developed with advance payments

To determine the type of properties the producers devel-
oped with advance payments, we reviewed a total of 13 off-
shore properties that producers had committed to advance
payments. Ten of these properties were committed by Tenneco
Oil and the other three by Sun.

We reviewed available geological and.geophysical data
on these properties at the producer and pipeline companies
and compared it to data at the U.S. Geological Survey. This
review included examining preleasing, postleasing, and cur-
rent structure maps; reserve data, both before and after
advance payments; well logs; and isopach maps. Our review
included Consideration of structure interpretations, log
analyses of porosity and water saturation values, explana-
tion of economic parameters, and comments as to the degree
of reliability of reserve calculations for advance payment
negotiations.
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Our review showed that producers, pipelines, and the
U.S. Geological Survey had made evaluations to achieve speci-
fic but separate purposes; that the evaluations by all three
groups were prepared in accordance with recognized engineer-
ing methods and procedures; and that all evaluations were
reasonable based on the information available at the time
the evaluations were made. These evaluations indicated that,
as far as could be determined from available data, the prop-
erties being offered for advance payments were good quality
properties that were expected to produce commercial quanti-
ties of gas.

We found that, in relaticn to their total inventory,
Sun Company placed 40 of the 66 properties it had available
from 1970 to 1975 under advance payments and that Tenneco
Oil placed only 10 of its 89 available properties under
advance payments. However, Tenneco Oil considered these to
be the only economically attractive properties in its inven-
tory at the time they were placed under advance payments.

Other matters of concern

Regarc 7 the impact on producers, we were asked to com-
ment on two .er matters of congressional interest, namely
(1) whether producer3 had adequate controls over expenditures
on advance payment properties and (2) to what extent pro-
ducers controlled the reserves developed with advance pay-
ments.

Controls over expenses

Advance payments were not gifts. They were recorded on
the producers' books as liabilities that must be repaid to
the pipelines. Thus the producers had no incentive to spend
the funds other than in a prudent manner. On the basis of
a randomly selected sample of advance payment vouchers from
Tenneco and Sun, we found that the same procedures were
followed regardless of the source of funding and that the
vouchers were prepared in accordance with proper expense
control procedures.

Furthermore, the producer's expenditures for exploration
and development were made in the context of the total amount
of funds budgeted for properties in its inventory and were
based on the results of drilling efforts and not on the
source of funds. Also most projects, including those we
reviewed, are owned jointly by two or more producers that
share the cost of leasing, exploring, and developing a prop-
erty. These joint interest owners monitor the actions of
the partner who actually drills the wells. Any unusual
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technique or expenditure must be agreed to by all jointinterest owners. The joint interest owners also have the
right to and reportedly do make audits of the operating
partner's drilling expenses.

Controls over gas supplies

FPC permitted producers to exeicise a degree of controlover offshore reserves discovered. Specifically FPC has al-lowed producers to include a clause in their gas sales con-
tracts reserving a portion of the gas found for their ownuse and committing only certain levels, or reservoirs, withina property to current sales contracts. Each of the abovefactors can influence the profitability of a producer's
operations. For example, the reservation of gas could reducea producer's cost of purchasing gas for its own operations.
The depth limitations 1/ could be used to control theprice received for gas. As new reservoirs came on line,a producer could write new contracts and receive the mostcurrent price for its gas.

Our analysis of Truinkline and Tennessee Gas Companies'
gas sales contracts disclosed that reservation clauses insuch contracts involving advance payments were more frequentthan in gas sales contracts for conventionally financed prop-erties. Of 174 gas contracts reviewed, 53 had reservation
clauses. Of these 53 contracts, 42 involved advance payments.On March 20, 1978, FERC issued Opinion 10 which changed theCommission's previous policy of allowing the producer to re-tain certain offshore Federal domain natural gas for itself
if it was used for high priority purposes. Under the revisedpolicy, FERC prohibits the transportation of this retained
natural gas for the producers' own use or direct sale.

Our examination of depth linitations disclosed that
advance payments generally places restrictions on a producer'scontrol in this area. Specifically the advance payment agree-
ment generally requires that a producer commit gas foundbetween the surface and the lowest horizon encountered at
the time of the sales contract. Also, if a producer findsadditional gas on the property at a later time, even thoughthe additional search is not financed with advance payments,
the pipeline making the advance payment has first call on

1/A limitation on contract commitment to certain specific
reservoirs or depths. It is expressed in a contract by arecitation of the specific reservoirs to be committed ora recitation of the commitment of all productive reservoirs
to a specific depth.
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the gas but is subject to further negotiations. Generally
pipelines not under the advance payment program have no
first-call rights on additional natural gas discoveries.

CONCLUSIONS

Because FPC did not establish procedures for collecting
the data necessary to an evaluation, a complete and accurate
assessment of the program's impact on the Nation's gas con-
sumers cannot be made. Our work indicates that the program
increased the prices that customers paid for gas, even though
there was no measurable increase in gas supplies. It is
possible that some ratural gas reserves may have been devel-
oped more quickly, but this could not be quantified.

Collectively there is no specific evidence that the
pipeline industry has been affected by making the advance
payments. The pipeline officials believe that the program
did provide an economic stimulus and that in some cases
the program aided in bringing gas to the interstate market
or brought it more quickly. They believed, however, that
the program did not provide the stimulus needed to signifi-
cantly affect the natural gas shortages.

Most of the producers that received advances were at-
tracted because the advances provided them with interest-free
capital. Only about 9 percent of the advances went to pro-
ducers that said they had trouble getting capital from other
sources. Despite the interest-free natui ! of advance pay-
ments, they constituted a relatively small percent of the
xpiluration and development expenditures of the two producers

in our study.

The properties producers developed with advance payments
were properties that were expected to produce commercial
quantities of gas. The producers' evaluations of the prop-
erties were independent and were made in accordance with
generally recognized industry methods. Our study of these
methods and techniques showed that evaluations of the prop-
erties were reasonable, according to the information avail-
able at the time the evaluations were made.

A producer's acceptance of an advance payment did not
require it to follow any special accounting requirements.
The advance was a loan that had to be repaid, and, as such,
the producer had no incentive to be imprudent with the funds.
Our evaluation of the procedures that producers used to
control these expenditures disclosed that the same procedures
were followed on all expenditures regardless of the source
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of funds and that the vouchers for these expenditures were
prepared in accordance with proper expense control proced-
ures.

Collectively the advance payment program was restrictive
to producers' controlling the gas supply. Specifically an
advance gave the pipeline the rights to the gas found in
currently known reservoirs on the leased property as well as
first call on gas discovered at a later date.
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CHAPTER 4

COMPANY DATA

Both the pipelines and producers were responsive to
our request for data. Our verification work indicated that
the natural gas data submitted by the companies to FPC was
generally accurate and reliable. We found no significant
deficiencies in the data examined.

The principal problem encountered in acquiring informa-
tion from the companies was one of timeliness. The average
time taken by the four companies to respond to our written
requests ranged from 10 to 29 days. To some extent, at least,
we believe the time taken to comply with our requests was
justified by the historical nature of some of the data re-
quested and the shortage of company staff available to com-
pile the information.

One of the more difficult things for the producers was
to reconstruct the various factors they considered before
entering into an advance payment agreement. For example,
Sun Company could not determine how many pipelines had com-
peted for particular advance payment properties. I'A another
instance Tenneco Oil Company was unable to document its
statement that the properties placed under advances were the
only commercially attractive properties in ics inventories
at the time the decisions were made.

The reason for such difficulties was that the companies
had not maintained, nor were they required to maintain, such
information in their files. The data was .nt kept, according
to the companies, because it served no useftll company pur-
pose. Consequently, even if possible, it was difficult and
time consuming to reconstruct such historical information.

(30827)
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